
All the major 
players are here.
Are you coming? 
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Every second year, we bring together the industry 
players and stakeholders from the global energy 
industry to our main event in Stavanger, Norway. In 
addition, we create meeting places, network events, 
and set the energy agenda throughout the year.  

Our partners benefit from our vast and solid network 
and can join us to be a part of meetings, seminars, 
and activities - all aimed at sharing knowledge and 
create business opportunities for a sustainable future. 

ONS was founded in 1974, already then as a world 
leading stage for energy, technology, and innovation. 
Now we push the energy agenda further and will 
invite you to join us.

At ONS we set the agenda for the energy 
future by creating unique global meeting 
places to connect companies, authorities, 
academia, and research institutions 
throughout the energy sector. 

We believe this is how we create a new 
energy future and move faster towards  
a low-carbon society. 

About us
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Partnerships Contents

ONS has become much more than the main 
biennial event. On a running basis the network 
and our partners benefit and harvest from a vast 
offering of meetings, seminars and activities. As  
an ONS Partner, you contribute and participate in 
running activities of network meetings, seminars, 
promotional activities, and online content such as 
podcasts, interviews, and company promotion 
through social media over a two-year-cycle. 

Exhibitors and sponsors are invited to take part  
in this partner programme and receive rights in 
accordance with their engagement with ONS. 

About us 

Partnerships

Partner possibilities

What’s in it for you

Main theme 2022 

Make a stronger impact

Exhibition

 Stand and furniture packages

Conference arenas

 Partnership opportunities

Side events at ONS

Testimonials

ONS+

Digital opportunities

Offline opportunities

Good advice is free

ONS 2022
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Partner possibilities

  

Special network meetings on  
specific issues concerning the  
energy industry throughout the 
two-year cycle. Hosted by ONS  
or in partnership.

Content

Place your company in a vast 
offering of energy content. 
Podcasts, articles, blogs and 
videos with insight from 
renowned partners, institutions 
and guest writers. Interviews, 
special sessions, debates, and 
online conferences with some  
of the world’s leading minds.  
We call it Energy Talks.

Please contact us for more information.

Meeting place Collaborations

ONS Partners get access to  
the ONS Network, creating 
co-hosted sessions with  
renowned institutions and  
meeting places around the  
world. Either through closed 
energy discussion sessions  
or open foras.

Newsletter

ONS.no

Social media content

Through our various events we, have generated  
and maintained one of the most extensive and  
up-to-date industry lists within the energy industry. 
40 000 energy related professionals subscribe  
to our newsletter typically sent our monthly.

Our website is the main hub for all information before, 
during and after the ONS event. In connection with  
ONS 2018, our website served 226 564 unique users  
from around the world. There are several options  
to choose from for great exposure and visibility,  
such as top banners or banners on bottom pages.

For our exhibitors, this is a unique opportunity  
to strengthen their ONS message.

Product/company placement in ONS Social  
Media channels.

4 ONS FOUNDATION



Here is an example of how a ONS Partner programme 
would look like over the course of five quarters

Being an ONS Partner  
gives you:

 Visibility

 Network

 Exposure at main event

The level and partner rights are defined  
by size of contribution plus your  
company stand at the ONS Exhibition. 

See page 14 for more partnership  
opportunities at the main event.

The level of the visibility  
is determined by the value  
of engagement, such as:

 Logo exposure at ons.no

 Content – to be a part of 

our Energy Talks

 Access to ONS network

 Banner exposure at all 

entrances areas

 Back-drop logo wall at key 

areas

 Logo exposure in show 

catalogue, programmes, 

ONS advert in third-party 

media

 First claim to additional 

tickets and accommodation

ONS podcast on 
relevant theme

Co-hosted  
seminar

Company seminar  
as part of ONS

Co-hosted  
seminar

ONS Energy talk 
with company 
representative

Running activities:
Company inclusion in relevant ONS network activity

Logo exposure on ONS.no and other relevant channels

What’s in it for you

Q2 Q3 Q4Q1Q4
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ONS 2022. Yet again we meet in larger 
assemblies. Offer a solid handshake and 
give each other a big hug. Visit each other 
unrestricted – across borders. Presenting 
innovations and technologies. Meeting 
customers and signing deals. Debating 
energy solutions and the hurdles on our 
path towards a more sustainable future.29 August – 1 September 2022

The core is trust – being the foundation 
for success with partnerships, business 
deals and recruitment. It’s when interna-
tional players – companies, countries, 
organizations, individuals – trust each 
other, mutual cooperation for peace, 
profit and prosperity can flourish.

Main theme 2022

7ONS 2022



The Exhibition

Energy companies Operators and 
suppliers from all over the world 
compiled into 9 exhibition halls  
– over 20 000 square metres  
exhibition space. 

See page 10

Position your company at the most 
important meeting place for the global 
energy sector. Whether you are looking  
to build brand awareness or reaffirm  
your company’s standing within the 
industry, ONS has numerous highly  
visible partnership opportunities to 
choose from.
 
Whatever you are looking for, ONS can 
provide premium exposure for your 
company through an extensive series  
of partnership channels to enhance  
your company’s participation. 
 
Let’s talk about partnership opportunities 
and how we can put your company at the 
heart of the energy debate and 68 000+ 
energy professionals attending ONS. 

Conference

High level speakers keep the key players  
in the energy business up to date on  
the most relevant issues related to our 
industry. The topics range from global, 
political and environmental issues  
to finance and security. 

See page 12

ONS+

Official after-hours arena. ONS+  
will bring some of the hottest  
topics from the conference arena 
downtown Stavanger in our new 
ONS+ Energy Talks concepts.  
Join the debate!

See page 20

9 9
EXHIBITION  

HALLS
CONFERENCE  

ARENAS

NEW CONCEPT:

ENERGY DEBATES 

DOWNTOWN

Make a  
stronger 
impact at
ONS 2022

Where to get noticed

8 ONS 2022
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Exhibition
ONS has developed into a global energy meeting place 
connecting international suppliers and operating companies. 
With over 1 200 exhibitors, and top executives from the 
entire energy sector, ONS is one of the world’s leading 
meeting places and the reference point for energy  
transition to new cleaner and renewable solutions. 

Whether you are an established exhibitor or a newcomer  
to ONS, this is the perfect opportunity for you to position 
yourself in front of the international energy industry. 

Engage with the decision makers and stakeholders, make 
yourself visible to one of the largest gatherings of operators 
in the world and connect with your future business. 

We host the broad value chain and the entire energy industry 
under one exhibition, with sizes of stands ranging from  
9 m2 to 300 m2. You may choose to fit it entirely yourself,  
or have it built and furnished by us.

Indoor NOK 5 450 per m2

Outdoor NOK 3 600 per m2

Registration for all products: 
fee NOK 7 800  
 (non-refundable) 

Please note you must book a minimum of 9 m2.  

All prices excl. VAT

• Standard system walls (shell system).

• Catalogue and ONS app listing

• Free tickets for stand personnel (based 

on stand size)

• Free access to Centre Court, Technical 

Sessions, Renewable Markets & ONS+

• Discounted tickets for ONS Conference

• A dedicated service office for exhibitors

• Unlimited number of guest invitation 

cards (ONS charges only for cards 

actually registered)

Stand fee

EXHIBITION HALLS

2 105

There are three 
registration areas. 
These are located 
in Halls 2, 5 and 10.

ENTRANCE

REGISTRATION

1

3 4

8
9

7
2

5

Stavanger 
airport Sola

Airport  
express buses

SCANDIC 
FORUM 
HOTEL

ENTRANCE

ENTRANCE

OUT- 
DOOR

CLARION 
HOTEL
ENERGY

ONS 
CONFERENCE

ENTRANCE

ONS+
Stavanger city centre 

10 11

1 Technical Sessions

Renewable Markets

International Markets

presented by NORWEP

10

11

5

Exhibition
Young

Conference

Exhibition

8
Exhibition
Innovation Park

7

Exhibition
Centre Court

Exhibition

9

4
Scale-ups
Exhibition

Exhibition

OUT- 
DOOR

Exhibition

Exhibition

3

2

Included in the stand fee



We have several options for small and medium sized companies that want 
effortless access to the exhibition halls and 68 000 visitors (2018). 

Stand and furniture packages

Furniture NOK 2 495 per m2

package x 12 m2 = NOK 29 940

Stand fee NOK 5 450 per m2

 x 12 m2 = NOK 65 400

Registration NOK 7 800  
fee (non-refundable) 

Total price fully furnished 12 m2  
 stand = NOK 103 140

Booking before 1 June 2022. All prices excl. VAT.

• 12 m2 carpet tiles

• 2 bar stools

• 1 pub table

• 1 brochure rack

• 1 information desk 

included company 

profile

• Fabric frame  

walls with your 

company profile

• Waste bin

• 7 Spotlights

• 1 socket outlet 

1-phase double 16A

Fully furnished 12 m2 
EXAMPLE

Included in the furniture package
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Nine different 
conference arenas 
secures valuable 
content for every- 
one, regardless of 
level or discipline.

This is a unique meeting place for  
industry top executives and high level  
politicians, discussing geo-political  
and environmental issues.  

Conference 
arenas

Short and focused talks 
with emphasis on the 
future societies and 
energy solutions.

Centre Court

Down-to-business arena for projects,  
opportunities and industry experts within 
renewable energy. The leading venue for 
business opportunities and updated market 
perspectives in the renewable sphere.

Renewable Markets
High level and in the forefront of the  
international energy agenda. This is where 
the international leading voices meet to 
discuss the trends influencing the energy 
industry. 

Conference

Summit

12 ONS 2022



Technical insights and inspirational ideas 
to help find solutions to the unsolved 
problems of the energy industry.

A mix of energy discussions, debates  
and informal talks downtown Stavanger. 
Facilitated by ONS, different companies, 
NGOs and other interested in setting the 
energy agenda. A networking arena for 
discussions and talks on energy for 
everyone to attend.

ONS Young is made for and by young people. 
We wish to inspire youth to engage in the 
energy world and to use their passion for  
the climate within the industry.The #1 place where start-ups & 

scale-ups in the energy sector 
go to network for their next 
fundraiser, sign their next major 
client, recruit their future 
employees, and discover  
their next strategic partners.  

The place to get fresh market updates from several 
international markets and a unique place for pre- 
arranged Business-to-Business (B2B) meetings.  
A unique window into the global energy industry,  
and collaboration with Norwegian Energy Partners 
(NORWEP).

Young

ONS+

Technical Sessions

International Markets

Scale-ups
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The ONS Centre Court is a venue 
used to shed light and enable a 
debate around the future of energy 
and sustainable solutions from a 
society perspective. We give the floor 
to industry leaders and representa-
tives, entrepreneurs, experts from  
the financial sector, environmental 
agencies and policy makers exam-
ining promoting a frank and open 
discussion on the most relevant 
issues.

As a main partner for this venue,  
you will link your company to some 
of the most interesting discussions 
taking place at ONS 2022. The main 
partner will also have access to  
the ONS Centre Court for separate 
side events.

Centre CourtConference

Join one of the world’s most important 
energy fora, and take a sneak peek  
into the future of the energy world. 
Through the ONS Conference, we hope  
to share insights from the global energy 
community. Learn and be inspired by 
thought leaders in the oil and energy 
industry, including visionaries, leading 
experts and industry innovators. 

As a partner, your company will gain  
the highest level of visibility throughout 
the entire ONS event. Branding will be 
included in all relevant communication 
and marketing channels prior and during 
the conference and you will have the 
opportunity to be recognized as either  
the main partner or session partner.  
The ONS Conference is the place  
where the future is challenged and  
a perfect place to showcase your  
brand’s position in the industry.

The Conference partner secures  
the highest level of visibility towards 
conference delegates and the ONS 
audience at large.

Conference
Partnership  
opportunities

ONS offers an extensive full week 
renewable energy conference 
programme exploring policy, market 
indicators and the opportunities  
for a wide spectrum of renewable 
energy projects both at home and 
abroad. 

As an ONS Renewable Markets  
partner, your organisation will be  
able to ensure top level branding and 
communications towards sessions for 
offshore wind, solar, ccs, hydrogen, 
batteries and energy storage and all 
associated activities for the renewable 
markets conference at ONS 2022.  

As a partner, you will be part of  
the official ONS programme where  
we put you at the heart of the  
renewables debate.

Renewable Markets

Partner: Main / Session / Lounge Partner: Main Partner: Main / Session / Lounge



Technical Sessisons

In 2020, ONS received 373 applica- 
tions from a wide range of companies 
answering the 23 defined challenges.  
This highly reputable arena is back in  
2022, allowing your audience to learn 
about the most important technical 
challenges in the energy industry and  
how far we have come in solving them. 

As Main Partner or Supporter you  
get premium exposure to one of the  
world’s largest gatherings of energy 
technology professionals. Partners  
of the Technical Sessions will be 
acknowledged with branding  
throughout the event and on the  
ONS website and other relevant  
ONS communication channels.

The energy industry needs young 
people with fresh approaches and  
a sharp, critical eye on established 
practices. What the industry needs  
is quite simply new energy, in the  
form of young people. ONS Young  
is an important meeting place for 
young people who are interested  
in the future of the energy industry. 
4,800 youngsters participated in  
the ONS Young programme in 2018.

ONS Young is the perfect oppor- 
tunity to strengthen your attractive  
employer brand and set out your 
organisation’s all important culture  
and values. As ONS Young partner  
you are there to motivate and inspire 
the young generation in different  
age groups to an exciting career  
in the energy business. 

Young Summit 

The ONS Summit is a forum for senior 
executives and politicians attending 
ONS to get together to discuss geopo-
litical energy and environmental issues.  
These high level decision makers are  
each in their own way in a position  
to influence the future of the energy 
industry. But they do not often get the 
chance to meet and discuss important 
issues.

The topics discussed here affect the 
whole world and are related to the  
main ONS theme: Trust.

As partner of the ONS Summit, your 
company will gain maximum exposure 
throughout the entire ONS Summit  
and its associated side events. This is 
an exceptional branding opportunity  
at one of the world’s most important 
meeting places for the industry’s top 
executives and thought leaders from 
some of the world’s major energy 
companies, ministers from energy- 
producing nations and leaders of 
governments and organisations.

For further information on partnering opportunities and pricing, please contact us.

Pushing the barriers within technol- 
ogy and innovation is fundamental  
to shape the future of energy. ONS  
are gathering the most interesting 
scale-ups, digital enablers, Corporate 
Venture’s and Venture Capitalists all 
under the same roof. This is a great 
opportunity for scale-ups looking  
to partner or raise funds and attract  
the attention of hundreds of investors, 
corporations and influential innovators. 

As a partner you´ll support, engage  
in and accelerate the #1 place where 
Start-Ups & Scale-Ups in the energy 
sector go to network, plan their next 
fundraising event or pitch their next 
game changing products and services, 
where corporates sign their next major 
client, recruit their future employees, 
and discover their next strategic 
partners. The most attractive clients, 
customers and business partners  
will be present at ONS

Scale-ups

Partner: Main / Session / Lounge Partner: Main PartnerPartner
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Is your company interested in 
hosting a session either as a stand-
alone or as a part of the official 
ONS programme? We have  
facilities for up to 1 700 people.

Meetings  
& seminars

We have rooms ranging from  
6 to 1 700 people, plan your next 
company meeting or seminars  
at ONS. Why not host your next 
board meeting, official company 
event or team gathering at ONS?
If open to the public, the event 
may be included in the official 
ONS Programme.

Conference  
Sessions:  
Company hosted

Breakfast or  
lunch seminars

At ONS we gather people from 
the energy industry. Interested  
in hosting a breakfast or lunch 
seminar while at ONS? This can 
be hosted as a stand-alone or  
as a co-hosted event – be a part 
of the official ONS Programme.

Side events at ONS

The ONS event consists  
of an increasing number  
of side events. 

Side events can be breakfast  
seminars, luncheons, talks  
and other networking events.  
These can be hosted by  
companies or institutions  
alone or in collaboration  
with ONS.

As a part of the ONS  
Partnership programmes,  
side events may be included.

If your company is interested  
in hosting a side-event,  
please contact us.



It is important for us to be at ONS 
because it is a great meeting place.  
It is where we meet everyone.  
From politicians to decision makers, 
from partners to suppliers. 

ONS is a key arena for building a relevant 
network shaping the future of energy (and 
the future of Norway). It is an arena that has 
radically expanded our business network  
to stay relevant in the energy transition.

Johannes Wiik 
Lead Partner Energy,  

Resources and Industrials. 

Deloitte

Cathrine Anders
Communications 

Neptune Energy
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We think it is important to exhibit  
at ONS because it is where we  
meet all our important customers, 
in addition we learn a lot about 
what is happening in the industry.

ONS is a great arena, especially for 
us as a supplier to the oil industry to 
showcase what we deliver and what 
we can offer to our customers.

Svein Westlund Kristiansen  
General Manager  

– Smed T. Kristiansen

Christian Hana
Business Development 

– Mento
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ONS+
A popular networking arena  
in the evenings for locals  
and visitors to ONS. This  
is the place where you can  
unwind after a long day  
at the exhibition, meet old  
friends, and get aquainted  
with new ones.
 
Every night during ONS, 
Stavanger Harbour will be 
transformed into a small  
urban village. Pavilions placed 
alongside the harbour offer 
food, drinks, music, as well as 
being the hosts for our new 
concept: debates, discussions, 
and presentation around  
the theme energy in society.

Pavilions

Interested in politics, economy, 
climate debates and society in 
general?

ONS+ brings some of the hottest 
topics and we aim to create a social 
and interesting arena for a broad 
energy industry.

ONS+
Energetic 
debates

Do you want to host a debate? 

Be present downtown at the ONS+ 
venue, book a pavilion tent all three 
nights. Host events, debates an invite 
customers, friends and acquaintances. 

Locations such as boats, pavilions, 
bars, and restaurant are available for 
events, please contact us for more 
information.

New for 
ONS 2022



ONS+
Concert  
partner

The ONS Concert main partner  
will be profiled as the co-host of  
the concert. The main partner will 
get unique exposure to the large 
audience attending the traditional 
and popular concert. Exposure in  
all marketing of the concert and 
recognition in other ONS channels 
are among the other benefits.

Exposure in connection with all 
Opening Concert information, such  
as invitations, website and concert 
programme as well as exposure in  
the Concert Hall. Close cooperation 
with ONS in the planning process and 
access to a unique networking event.

ONS+
Opening
Concert partner

ONS+
Main
partner

Your company will be communicated  
as the ONS+ Main partner in the 
exhibition and conference arenas as 
well as exposure in the ONS+ area 
downtown with pavilions and boats. 
Other benefits include conference 
tickets and concert tickets as well as 
exposure on ons.no

The ONS+ Alliance is a key element 
and members are energy companies,
contractors and other companies 
involved in the industry. Alliance 
members are profiled as co-hosts  
of ONS+. The members get access  
to a unique networking arena.

Other benefits are concert tickets, 
tickets to the exhibition, access  
to the opening ceremony, logo 
profiling and more.

ONS+
Alliance 
membership

For further information on partnering opportunities and pricing, please contact us.

Wed. 31 August
Outdoor, open for everyone

Mon. 29 August
By invitation only



Digital opportunities

Newsletter

ONS.no

Wifi

Through our various events, we have generated  
and maintained one of the most extensive and  
up-to-date industry lists within the energy industry. 
40 000 energy related professionals subscribe  
to our newsletter typically sent our monthly.

Our website is the main hub for all information before, 
during and after the ONS event. In connection with  
ONS 2018, our website served 226 564 unique users  
from around the world. There are several options  
to choose from for great exposure and visibility,  
such as top banners or banners on bottom pages.

For our exhibitors, this is a unique opportunity  
to strengthen their ONS message.

With an expected 68 000+ visitors many will 
connect to the venue’s state-of-the-art broadband 
system. A premier opportunity to tell everyone  
you are present at ONS.
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At ONS there will be a limited  
amount of arena advertising possibil- 
ities. But large and premium placed  
boards give you the opportunity to 
create awareness surrounding your 
company’s presence at the event.

Price: from NOK 75 000

Advertisement on all lanyards 
handed out at the ONS registra-
tion sites. Will be used by most 
visitors.

Price: 
NOK 250 000 (neck strap)
NOK 150 000 (back of card)

Registration

Profile your company name,  
logo and stand number on all 
registration points at the venue. 
The sponsor will have logo 
exposure on the registration 
pages, in the e-mail receipt sent 
to all registered attendees, on  
the manned registration desks 
and the self-registration screens.

Price: NOK 300 000

Outdoor billboardsLanyards Info points

There will be five info points 
located at the exhibition area. 
They are 2.5 metres high with 
50% of the space available for 
advertising.

Price: NOK 150 000

Offline opportunities

An exceptional way to stand 
out from the crowd

Strong visability throughout  
the venue

A good way to be exposedIt’s impossible not to be seen



Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions 
regarding the exhibition, the conference, ONS+,  
or if you’re interested in becoming an ONS Partner.

With years’ worth of experience we know what will  
have the biggest impact for you and your company.

Good 
advice 
is free

Jan Morten Auseth

jamo@ons.no

Key Account Manager, Commercial

+47 930 69 224

All prices excl VAT.  

Please see ons.no  

for updated pricelist,  

terms and conditions.

Angelo Iannelli 

angelo@ons.no

Key Account Manager, Commercial

+ 47 932 56 125

http://ons.no

